
economic recovery, will function as President. possible scenarios for Iraq, ranging from a tenuous stability
at best, to a civil war at worst. “There’s a significant amount“A Bush-Cheney re-election by a terrorized, manipulated

American electorate would bring on not only perpetual wars of pessimism,” one government official told the Times.
Significantly, the estimate was initiated by then-CIA di-all over the planet: It would bring about the biggest economic

collapse in modern history. This week, my PAC is issuing rector George Tenet, not long before he resigned on July 9,
and the completed document was approved by the Nationala pamphlet, documenting the total collapse of the physical

economy of the United States, and outlining the emergency Intelligence Council soon after, by acting CIA director John
McLaughlin and the heads of other intelligence agencies.steps that can and must be taken to rebuild America out of

the present state of worse-than-Great Depression misery. We Bush’s response to the NIE document was first indicated
by White House spokesman Scott McClellan, who told report-included a list of existing legislation before the U.S. Congress,

that would get this process going. All this legislation has ers travelling with Bush on Air Force One on Sept. 17 that
“The role of the CIA is to look at different scenarios” and thatbeen stalled by the Bush-Cheney White House, and by their

Congressional hatchet-men like Tom DeLay (R-Texas). the “pessimists and naysayers” had been wrong about the
Iraqi people’s ability to establish a transitional government,“You, the American people, must fight for these policies,

as if your very lives and the lives of your children and grand- and so on. Speaking during an appearance with Iraqi interim
Prime Minister Iyad Allawi in New York on Sept. 21, Bushchildren depended on it—because they do!

“Don’t allow your own fears to self-delude you into be- said that the CIA was “just guessing as to what the conditions”
in Iraq might be like. These statements followed a week inlieving that George W. Bush is the President of the United

States. He is a mental case. Don’t ask what Bush is thinking, which some 300 Iraqi civilians were killed in insurgent at-
tacks, and followed the first half of a month in which thebecause he can’t. Ask what Cheney is thinking, and the people

who stand behind Cheney. They are the ones promoting poli- U.S. death toll in Iraq is likely to reach highest monthly total
since April.cies of endless war and economic looting.

“I know that many of you harbor these same views, and Media commentaries attacking the Bush fantasy have
been widespread. Time magazine’s Joe Klein commented,are deeply concerned that John Kerry and John Edwards, so

far, have failed to address these issues in such a blunt and “Scott McClellan is beginning to sound like Baghdad Bob,
the infamous spokesman for Saddam who announced halluci-straightforward fashion as I am accustomed to doing. I know

that this is John Kerry’s election to lose, unless he begins to natory Iraqi victories as the American troops closed in on
Baghdad.” Klein warned that “If the National Intelligencespeak his mind, and ignore the counsel of cowardly campaign

advisors. But I must also speak to you bluntly: The United Estimate is accurate, we are facing a far more dangerous world
than existed before the war.”States and the world will not survive a re-election of Bush

and Cheney. It is that simple. John Kerry’s shortcomings can An editorial in the St. Petersburg Times wrote, “U.S. gen-
erals and State Department experts warned before the start ofbe overcome—if you, the American people, take responsibil-

ity for your own destiny, and decisively vote Bush and Cheney the war that restoring Iraq’s political and economic stability
would be more difficult and require a larger and lengthier U.S.out of office. The fate of the United States, indeed, the fate of

the entire world, is in your hands. Do not shirk that responsi- commitment, than removing Hussein from power, but the
President and his war council ignored those warnings andbility.”
punished some of the officials who dared to issue them.”

Iraq Is Lost
Even before the leaking of the NIE, there were commen-In Iraq: The Neo-Con

taries from retired military officers stating that the U.S. has
lost the war in Iraq. Former Clinton Administration officialPerpetual War Policy
Sidney Blumenthal, writing in the Sept. 16 London Guardian,
quoted a number of retired generals to that effect. Blumenthalby Carl Osgood
reported that retired Gen. William Odom had told him: “Bush
hasn’t found the WMD. Al-Qaeda, it’s worse on that front.

While the content of a July 2004 National Intelligence Esti- That he’s going to achieve a democracy there? That goal is
lost, too. It’s lost.” Odom added, “Right now, the course we’remate (NIE) on Iraq, leaked to the New York Times on Sept.

16, shows the folly of the Bush-Cheney war policy in Iraq, on, we’re achieving bin Laden’s ends.” Former U.S. Central
Command chief Gen. Joseph Hoar told Blumenthal: “TheBush’s public response to that intelligence estimate puts a fine

point on Lyndon LaRouche’s warning that a second Bush- idea that this is going the way these guys planned is ludicrous.
There are no good options. We’re conducting a campaign asCheney Administration would mean “perpetual war and eco-

nomic hell.” According to the Times, the NIE outlines three though it were being conducted in Iowa, no sense of the reali-
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ties on the ground. It’s so unrealistic for anyone who knows to take $150 to toss a grenade at a passing U.S. convoy,”
he said.that part of the world. The priorities are just all wrong.”

Hoar’s view is also shared at U.S. military educational Kerry charged that Bush “failed to tell the truth about the
rationale for going to war, and he failed to tell the truth aboutinstitutions. A professor of history at one such institution told

EIR, “Ninety percent of the people here on the faculty have the burden this war would impose on our soldiers and our
citizens.” He noted that the two main rationales for war, thebeen convinced since the Summer that the Iraq war has been

lost and the U.S. needs to get out before even more damage Iraq-9/11 connection and weapons of mass destruction, have
both been proved false, and that even Secretary of State Colinis done.” He said that this view is shared by top faculty at all

of the major U.S. military academies, and is now bolstered Powell has admitted as much. “Only Vice President Cheney
still insists that the Earth is flat,” Kerry said. Later in theby the leak of the NIE assessment that Iraq is a total mess. The

professor conceded that a U.S. pullout would likely trigger a speech, Kerry noted that 35 to 40 countries have a greater
capability to build a nuclear bomb than Iraq did in 2003. “Iscivil war among rival factions in Iraq, but said that the con-

tinuing U.S. military presence is only exacerbating the prob- President Bush saying we should invade them all?” Kerry
asked.lem. “The U.S. must leave, with firm commitments to the

reconstruction of Iraq’s economy once the power struggle has
been sorted out,” he said. “It is like Afghanistan in the 1990s The Perpetual War Policy

Lyndon LaRouche provided the answer to Kerry’s ques-but on a far grander and far more dangerous scale. The impact
will spread from Morocco to Indonesia, impacting more than tion in his Sept. 20 statement. “A Bush-Cheney re-election

by a terrorized, manipulated American electorate would bring1 billion Muslims,” he warned.
These concerns are not recent. Back in July, recently re- on not only perpetual wars all over the planet: It would bring

about the biggest economic collapse in modern history,”tired Army Col. Douglas Macgregor, long a critic of how the
Army organizes itself, noted, during testimony to the House LaRouche said.

The entire so-called “War on Terrorism,” with its associ-Armed Services Committee on July 15, that, during World
War II, the U.S. was very good at thinking through what ated wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, is, as EIR has shown, the

product of a deliberate policy of perpetual war. That policy,must be done when occupying a defeated country. During the
Korean War, he said, “Douglas MacArthur was criticized formulated by a gang of neo-cons in the Bush Administration,

is intended to take the world back to the condition it was in,very heavily by the Truman Administration’s State Depart-
ment, because his first action once we landed at Inchon and prior to the 1648 Treaty of Westphalia, which brought to an

end nearly 150 years of destructive, bloody, religious warfarehad retaken Seoul, was to reinstall Syngman Rhee, the une-
lected dictator of South Korea. The State Department said, in Europe.

The present policy was elaborated in the now-infamousthe man’s not elected, he can’t hold this position, get rid of
him, we have to have a democratically elected person. General “Clean Break” document in 1996 written under the auspices

of a Jerusalem-Washington think tank, the Institute for Ad-MacArthur said that’s true and that will eventually happen,
but Koreans must be governed by Koreans, not Americans, vanced Strategic and Policy Studies (IASPS), for the just-

elected Jabotinskyite, Benjamin Netanyahu, as prime minis-and we have to fight and win this war.”
In Iraq, Macgregor said, “We forgot that Arabs ultimately ter of Israel. That document, authored by former Defense

Policy Board chairman Richard Perle and a team of fellowmust govern Arabs. We could have rounded up not exiles
from outside the country, but people right there, general offi- neo-cons, called for: 1) the destruction of Yasser Arafat and

the Palestinian Authority, blaming them for every act of Pal-cers who did not fight, who were willing to cooperate with us.
We could have forced to reconstitute as much of that army as estinian terrorism, including the attacks from Hamas; 2) in-

ducing the United States to overthrow Saddam Hussein inpossible as quickly as possible.” The Iraqi Army, he said “was
the only national institution in the country, and we didn’t do Iraq; 3) launching war against Syria after Saddam is overt-

hown; 4) parlaying the overthrow of the regimes in Syria andthat.” Hence, the disaster that the U.S. faces, today.
None of this has been lost on Democratic Presidential Iraq into the “democratization” of the entire Muslim world,

including further military actions against Iran, Saudi Arabia,candidate John Kerry, who came out swinging in a speech at
New York University on Sept. 20. Kerry warned, “Invading and even Egypt. In addition to Perle, the authors of “Clean

Break” included Douglas Feith, now Undersecretary of De-Iraq has created a crisis of historic proportions, and if we don’t
change course, there is the prospect of a war with no end in fense for Policy; David Wurmser, now an official in the office

of Vice President Cheney; Wurmser’s wife, Meyrav, of thesight.” He noted that violence against Iraqis is on the rise,
and that basic living conditions are deteriorating, including Hudson Institute; Charles Fairbanks, Jr., and others.

It is no secret that the “Clean Break” document is theelectricity blackouts of up to 14 hours per day, raw sewage
and garbage is filling the streets, and unemployment is more strategic doctrine of both the Bush 43 regime in the United

States, and the Israeli government of Prime Minister Arielthan 50%. “Insurgents are able to find plenty of people willing
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U.S. soldiers search the four
Iraqi men they pulled out of a
house in southern Baghdad on
Sept. 16. They were looking for
weapons dealers and
insurgents, “but came up dry,”
according to the Army. The
continuing U.S. military
presence in Iraq is only making
the resistance stronger, and the
bloodshed worse.

Sharon. Both have pursued it with glee, especially since the “If we’re not prepared to consider the occupation of Saudi
Arabia or war on Iran, all of our good intentions [sic!] maySept. 11, 2001, irregular warfare attacks on New York and

Washington. Since the Iraq invasion alone, in March 2003, pave the road to Hell.”
These perpetual wars are not to be limited to SouthwestSharon has managed to completely sabotage the tepid U.S.

effort at finding a peace agreement between Israel and the Asia, either. They are to be spread to North Korea, and China,
and perhaps even to Russia. As EIR reported last week (“Neo-Palestinians, to the point where he is now openly threatening

to assassinate Arafat (as he already has done with numerous Cons Knee Deep in Caucasus Provocations,” by Jeffrey Stein-
berg), former Carter National Security Advisor Zbigniewleaders of Hamas).

On the other side of the Atlantic, the U.S. has stepped up Brzezinski is involved up to his ears in the ongoing provoca-
tions against Russia. Membership in Brzezinski’s Americanits diplomatic warfare against both Syria and Iran, with the

passage and implementation of the Syria Accountability Act Committee for Peace in Chechnya includes many of the neo-
con leading lights behind Cheney’s perpetual war policy:and the campaign against Iran’s nuclear program. A pre-emp-

tive strike on Iran, either by the U.S. or Israel, cannot be ruled Perle and Fairbanks, as well as Michael Ledeen and Joshua
Muravchik of the American Enterprise Institute, Frank Gaff-out at this point, nor can an Israeli attack on Syria. That danger

was underscored on Sept. 20 by reports that the U.S. was ney of the Center for Security Policy, and William Kristol,
among many others. In a Sept. 20 op-ed in the Wall Streetpreparing to transfer 5,000 air-dropped bombs to Israel, under

its military aid program. Included among the 5,000 bombs Journal, in which he compared Russian President Vladimir
Putin to Mussolini, Brzezinski issued a veiled warning thatare: five hundred 2,000-pound BLU-109s, designed to pene-

trate more than six feet of reinforced concrete, obviously ideal Russia must get out of the Caucasus and that the U.S. must
help secure Russia’s neighbors in order for “democracy tofor attacking reactor containment buildings, and other nu-

clear facilities. thrive” in Russia.
Nor have the neo-cons ignored Saudi Arabia, as shown

by a Sept. 9 forum on that country at the Hudson Institute, War Will Be the Norm, Peace the Exception
The perpetual war policy, of course, requires an armyhome of Meyrav Wurmser. A panel that included British Arab

Bureau agent Prof. Bernard Lewis, argued that the U.S. has designed to fight perpetually, which the U.S. Army, hereto-
fore, has not been designed to do. The Cold War U.S. Armyto cut all ties with Saudi Arabia, including cutting off oil

imports. National Review editor David Pryce-Jones, who, like had been structured to fight short but decisive campaigns, and
is now being reorganized to fight continuously. Senior ArmyLewis is British, complained that “stability means the con-

tinuation of tyranny,” and said that the only way to destroy leaders do not hide the fact that this is what is going on. Army
Vice Chief of Staff Gen. Richard Cody, in remarks to a Sept.tyranny is “through force of arms.” Pryce-Jones praised the

U.S. intervention in Iraq as the way to the future, and warned, 17 luncheon on Capitol Hill, sponsored by the Defense Forum
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Foundation, described the entire process in some detail. sevelt and Gen. Douglas MacArthur to fight and bring to an
end to World War II, as rapidly as possible. To begin with,Among other things, Cody said that the institutional Army,

including the logistics base, will have to be reorganized onto there is no large-scale economic mobilization of the economy
to fight and win the war. During World War II, the Uniteda “wartime footing,” because “we believe war will be the

norm for a while and peace will be the exception.” States put 16 million men into uniform, trained and equipped
them, and sustained them in combat from New Guinea to theWithin that context, and that of the commentary noted

above, EIR asked Cody whether or not the insurgency war the fields of France and Germany. In the post-industrial “Informa-
tion Age,” such a mobilization is deemed unnecessary.U.S. is now fighting in Iraq is winnable. He first complained

that the metric that people use “could lead you in different When the World War II mobilization was pointed to by
this author at an Aug. 19 Heritage Foundation forum on Armyways.” He then said that nobody should expect that transform-

ing Iraq from 30 years of a brutal dictatorship to freedom force structure, Brig. Gen. David Fastabend, the director of
the Army Training and Doctrine Command’s Futures Centerand democracy can be done quickly, but he then expressed

optimism. “I think over time this is winnable,” he said. “It has at Fort Monroe, Virginia, essentially said “Oh, we don’t do
that, any more.” In other words, we don’t build conscriptto be winnable because at the end of the day this is a test of

wills, and we cannot falter. We have to stay the course.” He armies and we don’t accept the kinds of casualty rates that
were normal during World War II. “It takes time to growconcluded that “you either understand” that this is a test of

wills, “or you can start applying your own metrics and lane- leaders, and to get equipment,” he said, not to mention the
fact, that it takes time for the industrial base to produce thegrading it day by day and come out with the wrong conclusion.

This is a test of wills, and we’ve absolutely got to win it, and needed additional equipment. If Fastabend had been honest,
he would have noted that the U.S. industrial base is no longerif we falter, we will have home games,” meaning, there will

be terrorist attacks on U.S. soil. capable of being mobilized for a rapid expansion of the Army
because it has been gutted by the post-industrial policies ofThe way the Army is reorganizing itself reflects the imple-

mentation of the perpetual war policy, while at the same time the last 40 years.
Fastabend’s comments followed a discussion which ar-rejecting the principles applied by President Franklin D. Roo-

And so do the facts on the ground.
Security is deteriorating, for us and for the Iraqis. . . .
Forty-two Americans died in Iraq in June, the monthKerry: Iraq War A Crisis before the hand-over. But 54 died in July, 66 in August,

and already 54 halfway through September.of ‘Historic Proportions’
And more than 1,100 Americans were wounded in Au-

gust—more than in any other month since the invasion.
Democratic Presidential candidate John Kerry spoke at We are fighting a growing insurgency in an ever-wid-
New York University on Sept. 20, where he hammered on ening war zone. In March, insurgents attacked our forces
the fact that since the U.S. invasion, Iraq is less secure and 700 times. In August they attacked 2,700 times—a 400%
more destitute, than before, as Americans now count more increase. . . .
than 1,000 of their own troops killed. Here are excerpts Violence against Iraqis, from bombings to kidnap-
from his remarks, as delivered. pings to intimidation, is on the rise.

Basic living conditions are also deteriorating.
National security is a central issue in this campaign. . . . Residents of Baghdad are suffering electricity black-
That means that we must have a great and honest debate outs lasting up to 14 hours today, unprecedented.
on Iraq. . . . Invading Iraq has created a crisis of historic Raw sewage fills the streets, rising above the hubcaps
proportions. And if we do not change course, there is the of our humvees. Children wade through garbage on their
prospect of a war with no end in sight. . . . way to school.

In June the President declared, “The Iraqi people have Unemployment is over 50%. Insurgents are able to find
their country back.” And just last week he told us this plenty of people willing to take $150 to toss a grenade at a
country is headed toward democracy; freedom is on the passing U.S. convoy. . . .
march. I know this dilemma first-hand. I saw first-hand what

But the administration’s own official intelligence esti- happens when pride or arrogance take over from rational
mate, given to the President last July, tells a very different decision-making. And after serving in a war, I returned
story. . . . home to offer my own personal views of dissent. I did so
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gued that the Army does not need an increase in personnel Whether the modular brigade plan will actually work is
another question. Colonel Macgregor told the House Armedend strength, despite its heavy reliance on National Guard

and Army Reserve units (140,000 people on active duty as Services Committee, on July 15, that the modular brigade
plan “is a dangerous action and unsupported by either contem-of Sept. 22), its calling up of members of the Individual

Ready Reserve, and its resort to measures such as stop-loss, porary battlefield experience or rigorous analysis.” He argued
that the new formations will actually require more supportto keep soldiers in the Army beyond the end of their obliga-

tions. from division and corps level headquarters and “will not be
capable of independent operations inside a joint expedition-Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld has granted the

Army permission temporarily to go over its statutory end ary force as a result.” He added that the concept “looks like
an attempt to equate a near-term requirement to rotate smallerstrength of 482,500 by 30,000, for a period of up to three

years. This is to provide what they call “head space,” so that formations through occupation duty with the transformation
of the Army into a new war-fighting structure,” but the twothe Army can reorganize itself to carry out the perpetual war

policy. That reorganization includes increasing the Army’s missions, he said, are not the same.
In fact, that is exactly what the Army is attempting to do.combat brigades from 33 to 43, with a new “modular” organi-

zation. The new brigades, termed “units of action,” will be As Army Vice Chief of Staff Cody described in his Sept. 17
remarks, the Army is trying to transform itself into a new,somewhat smaller than the current brigade combat teams and

they are intended to provide a larger rotation base for opera- Information Age army, while at the same time fighting the
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, and whatever future wars aretions in Iraq and Afghanistan, both of which the Army figures

will go on for some time. These modular brigades will be of imposed on it. That Army leaders have been so willing to
“drink the Kool-Aid,” rather than speak the truth as formeronly three types, light, heavy and a medium type based on the

Stryker wheeled armored vehicle. These brigades will consist Army Chief of Staff Gen. Eric Shinseki did, shows that their
institution is fast becoming another victim of the perpetualof two combat battalions and a battalion of reconnaissance

and support troops, allowing divisions to be reorganized with wars of Dick Cheney and the neo-cons.
four brigades instead of the more traditional three.

because I believed strongly that we owed it to those risking forces can’t stop the insurgency or provide basic law
their lives to speak truth to power. And we still do. . . . and order? . . .

If George W. Bush is re-elected, he will cling to the Third, the President must carry out a reconstruction
same failed policies in Iraq, and he will repeat somewhere plan that finally brings tangible benefits to the Iraqi people,
else the same reckless mistakes that have made America all of which, may I say, should have been in the plan and
less secure than we can or should be. immediately launched with such a ferocity that there was

In Iraq, we have a mess on our hands, but we cannot no doubt about America’s commitment or capacity in the
just throw up our hands. We cannot afford to see Iraq very first moments afterwards. But they didn’t plan. He
become a permanent source of terror that will endanger ignored his own State Departments’s plan. He discarded
America’s security for years to come. . . . it. . . .

First, the President has to get the promised interna- Fourth, the President must take immediate, urgent, es-
tional support so our men and women in uniform don’t sential steps to guarantee that the promised election can be
have to go it alone. . . . held next year. . . .

Second, the President must get serious about training The UN has less than 25% of the staff in Iraq that it
Iraqi security forces. needs to get the job done, and whole communities are even

Last February, Secretary Rumsfeld claimed that inaccessible to the delivery of ballots or participation in
more than 210,000 Iraqis were in uniform. . . . But an election.
two weeks ago, he admitted that claim was exaggerated If the President would move in this direction, if he
by more than 50%. Iraq, he said, now has 95,000 would bring in more help from other countries to provide
trained security forces. resources and to train the Iraqis to provide their own secu-

Well guess what, America? Neither number bears any rity, and to develop a reconstruction plan that brings real
relationship to the truth. For example, just 5,000 Iraqi benefits to the Iraqi people, and take the steps necessary to
soldiers have been fully trained by the administration’s hold elections next year, if all of that happened, we could
own minimal standards. And of the 35,000 police now begin to withdraw U.S. forces starting next summer, and
in uniform, not one, not one has completed a 24-week realistically aim to bring our troops home within the next
field training program. Is it any wonder that Iraqi security four years. That can be achieved.
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